work: in Youssaf words, the "historicized tension between the history of the colonizer and the colonized that characterizes Hanif Kureishi the author" (4, 7). In this essay, I argue that Kureishi seeks to circumscribe a perspective in which it is possible not only to raise questions that concern the neocolonization of immigrants in Britain, but also, simultaneously, to refuse to address these very questions, and hence, to provide a positionality that both describes and negates the cultural and social subjectification of the immigrant subject.
In Indeed, the postcolonial itself can be seen to inhabit such a queer space and time: the emphasis on lands subjected to imperialistic rule constructs a necessary binary of Us/Other, where the weight of history defines the present and the future, as well as the bodies and individualities of those who inhabit this space. The notion of a normative timeline is disrupted both by the increasing weight of the past, and by the "diminishing future [that] creates a new emphasis on the here, the present, the now" (Halberstam 2); where thoughts of a return to the homeland, as well as a hope for inclusion in the adopted country, are always simultaneously infusing and disengaging from concrete future plans.
In addition, the sheer vastness of the space that is named as 'postcolonial' defies any form of geographic normalcy. In twenty years of postcolonial theory, the 144 | Rebecca Fine Romanow
